Healthcare professionals work under hazardous and ever-changing conditions. What healthcare workers need is superior face protection from the splash and splatter of blood-borne pathogens and other potentially infectious materials. TIDIShield Assemble ‘n Go™ Faceshields are the answer.

TIDIShield Assemble ‘n Go™ Faceshields are a cost-effective face protection product. Face shields are lightweight, cool and offer comfortable protection that can be worn over prescription eyewear and facemasks.

**THE NEED FOR PROTECTIVE FACEWEAR**

- The mucous membranes of the mouth, nose, and eyes are susceptible portals of entry for infectious agents, as can be other skin surfaces if skin integrity is compromised.¹
- The wearing of masks, eye protection, and face shields in specified circumstances when blood or body fluid exposures are likely to occur is mandated by the OSHA Bloodborne Pathogens Standard.¹

**PROTECTION IS ESSENTIAL - TIDISHIELD ASSEMBLE ‘N GO™ FACESHIELDS ARE THE ANSWER**

**COMFORT IS A PRIORITY**

- Lightweight design can be worn for long periods of time (< 1.5 oz)
- Adjustable face shield provides flexibility for the worker to move into optimal position
- Includes a nose piece for comfortable and secure fit, even with glasses
- Maximizes airflow to keep the face cooler as compared to blue foam face shields
- Good for sensitive skin and avoiding skin breakouts
- Patented Design - Patent #6,564,804

Now with Point-of-Use Dispensing Options

TIDIShield Assemble ‘n Go™ Faceshields
PROTECTION and COMFORT
TIDIShield Assemble ‘n Go™ Faceshield Dispensers
Provides protective eyewear when and where you need it.

Designed to maximize airflow and prevent fogging—weights less than 1.5 ounces! Provides over-the-top, side and front face protection. Disposable, optical grade, anti-static replacement shields. Includes a clear, snap-in nosepiece for support.

TIDISHIELD CLEAR SHIELDS FOR ASSEMBLE ‘N GO™ FACESHIELDS (2210-100)
100 Shields
Use with Visors
13” x 7”

TIDISHIELD CLEAR SHIELDS FOR ASSEMBLE ‘N GO™ FACESHIELDS (2210-40)
40 Shields
Use with Visors
13” x 7”

TIDISHIELD ASSEMBLE ‘N GO™ FACESHIELDS (2209)
20 Visors, 20 Nose Pieces and 40 Shields per Dispenser
4 Dispensers per Case

TIDISHIELD ASSEMBLE ‘N GO™ VISORS (2211-100)
Assorted Colors
100 (10 Bags of 10 Visors)

TIDISHIELD VISORS FOR ASSEMBLE ‘N GO™ FACESHIELDS (2211-80DSP)
Assorted Colors
20 Visors and 20 Nose Pieces
4 Dispensers per Case

TIDISHIELD ASSEMBLE ‘N GO™ CLEAR FACESHIELDS DISPENSER HOLDERS (7005)
2 Holders per Case
8.5” W x 4.75” D X 8.125” H

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
For ultimate under face protection, place visor on the bottom hole, for more room, place visor on the top shield hole.

1. Insert nosepiece tab into visor slot, so nosepiece slants away from front of visor. (Nosepiece may be removed to wear over eyeglasses.)

2. Starting on one side of the visor, first mount the faceshield onto the visor pin (1) then insert the visor’s support knuckle (3) through the faceshield slot.

   Selection of mounting holes provides 3 options for adjusting the faceshield angle.
   Top hole will position the faceshield further from chin, and bottom hole will position it closer to chin.

3. Repeat step 2 on the opposite side of the visor, pulling the faceshield tight and securing it to the opposite support knuckle and pin.

TIDISHIELD™ is a trademark of TIDI Products, LLC. PATENT #6,564,804